ABSTRACT I NTRODUCT ION
This paper concerns itself with the implementation of the voice input facility using an automatic speech recognizer, and the touch input facility using a touch sensitive screen.
To overcome the high error rates of the speech recognizer under conditions of actual problem solving in natural language, error correction software has been designed and is described here. Also described are problems involving the resolution of voice input with touch input, and the identification of the intended referents of touch input.
To measur~ system performance we have considered two classes of factors: the various conditions of testing, and the level and quality of training of the system user.
In the paper a sequence of five different testing situations is observed, each one resulting in a lowering of system performance by several percentage points below the previous one.
A training procedure for potential users is described. and an experiment is discussed which utilizes the training procedure to enable users to solve actual non-trivial problems using natural language voice communication.
A class of natural language processors is under development which allow a user to display objects of interest on a computer terminal and manipulate them via typed or spoken English imperative sentences. Such a processor is designed to respond within one to four seconds by executing the input command and updating the displayed world for user verification.
If an undesired action is observed, a "backup" command makes it possible to undo any action and return the system to a previous state. including arbitrarily deep nesting of noun groups, extensive conjunction processing, user defined imperative verbs, and looping and branching features.
More recently, a domain independent abstraction of the NLC system has been constructed and now is being specialized to handle a text processlng task.
In this system, text can be displayed and modified or formatted with natural language commands.
Current work emphasizes the addition of voice input, voice output, and a touch sensitive display screen.
Speech recognition is being done on an experimental basis with the Nippon Electric DP-200 Connected Speech Recognizer in both discrete and connected speech modes, and with the Votan Corporation V-SO00 Development System.
The touch sensitive screen being used is a Carroll touch panel mounted on a 19-inch color monitor.
Voice response is also provided by the Votan V-5000 which assembles and vocalizes digitally recorded human voice messages. The work has progressed to the point where OUr natural language matrix computer NLC is operative under voice control using the DP-200 and the text processing system is beginning to function using the V-5000 speech recognizer.
The touch panel interface and voice response systems are still in the design phase. If a given word slot does not contain the correct token, the substituted word can be added to the appropriate synophone set for that subject. Thereafter, if the same substitution error recurs during a session with that subject, the correct word will be included in the synophone list for that word slot.
Re~ection Errors
The occurrence of one or more rejections in a sentence almost always results in a request for repetition.
However, we are designing a number of facilities to handle rejections.
In some cases, the rejected word can be determined from context, and processing can continue uninterrupted.
Otherwise, the current plan is to handle a single rejection by returning an audio response that repeats all of the sentence with the word "what" in place of the rejected element. The speaker will then .be able to choose to repeat the rejected word or, in case other errors are apparent, to repeat the entire utterance.
In cases of multiple rejection errors, the speaker is requested to repeat the entire utterance.
In all cases previous utterances will not be. discarded. with a point to the object to be moved and covered.
A pointing ability would fit in very nicely with voice driven NLC and our proJect includes a touch sensitive screen so that the user can say "double this", point to a row, and cause the processor to double every element in that row. More complex sentences such as Add this row to that row putting the results here. (with three touchee) also become possible. 
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